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One-Dimensional Trapping Kinetics at Zero Temperature
P. E. Parris
Department of Physics, University of Missouri Ro-lla, Rolla, Missouri 6540i
(Received 14 November 1988)
The asymptotic decay of the survival probability is calculated for a quantum particle moving at zero
temperature on a one-dimensional tight-binding chain possessing randomly placed irreversible traps of
strength y. The survival probability exhibits a decay, P(t) —exp( —At 't ), which is slower than that as-
sociated ~ith a diffusing particle.
PACS numbers: 72. 15.Rn, 05.70.Ln
A common means for probing the transport properties
of neutral excitations such as excitons, vibrons, spin exci-
tations, etc. , is to monitor their interaction with other
species such as impurity atoms which have been doped
into the solid to irreversibly trap or quench the excita-
tion. Consequently, a great deal of recent theoretical
work has focused on understanding essential features of
a basic trapping model ' wherein a single particle
moves in a d-dimensional medium containing randomly
placed irreversible traps in fixed concentration. Of par-
ticular interest, due to its relationship to experimental
observables, has been the asymptotic decay of the sur-
vival probability P (t ), defined as the configuration-
averaged probability for a particle placed in the medium
at t =0 to survive until time t without being trapped. A
great deal has been learned about this quantity in vari-
ous classical limits. ' For example, when transport is
diAusive it has been shown that the probability P(t)
—exp( —At t +")), where A depends on the diA'usion
constant and the trap concentration. This asymptotic be-
havior has actually been observed in some one-dimen-
sional physical systems and in numerical simulations
where it has been shown that in higher dimensions the
asymptotic regime can occur at exceedingly long times.
At any rate, these results become less useful for
quantum-mechanical systems at low temperatures when
the mean free path for phonon scattering becomes large
and eventually exceeds the average distance between
trapping impurities. In this limit the standard trapping
model, which assumes the motion to be diffusive over
length scales much smaller than this, no longer applies.
To understand trapping experiments at very low temper-
atures one is led to consider the more di%cult problem of
a particle undergoing a strictly quantum-mechanical
evolution in the presence of random impurities which can
dephase and scatter (and perhaps localize), as well as ir-
reversibly trap, the wavelike motion. Some initial work
has been done in this direction, ' but exact results are
rare. In this Letter we calculate the asymptotic survival
probability for a particle moving at zero temperature on
a one-dimensional (1D) tight-binding chain containing a
fraction q =1 —p of randomly placed impurities which
can irreversibly trap the excitation, and show that it has
a stretched exponential decay of the form P(t)
-exp( At 't —).
We begin with the basic model, which is intended to







describes transport in a 1D tight-binding solid in the ab-
sence of the trapping centers, with
~
n) representing a
quasiparticle state centered at the nth lattice site, and
with all energies, frequencies, etc. , measured in units of
the transfer matrix elements which connect nearest-
neighbors along the chain. When trap molecules are in-
troduced they occupy lattice sites substitutionally and
lo~er the energy associated with a particle being at those
sites by an amount h))1. To account for the irreversi-
bility of the trapping process we need to specify a mech-
anism whereby the particle can give up energy to the
phonon bath as it moves onto the impurity site. Perhaps
the simplest kind of particle-phonon coupling which pro-
duces this eAect is one in which the matrix elements con-
necting the impurity site and its neighboring host sites
are proportional to an appropriate bath operator. For
example, if site n; is a trap, then we can add to the Ham-




to lower the en-
ergy at this site, and describe transitions between site n;








where, e.g. , the operator V=g~gz(bz+b —~). Here, bz
and b~ are, respectively, destruction and creation opera-
tors for the qth vibrational mode of the bath, and g~ is
the coupling constant of the quasiparticle system to that
mode. At zero temperature, coupling of this form will
allow a particle to move irreversibly from sites n; + 1
onto the trap at site n; by emitting a phonon of energy
E=h, . With no thermal phonons around to absorb the
required energy, however, it will be unable to move back
onto a host site once it has been trapped. Thus, as in the
classical problem, we expect the traps to divide the chain
into isolated clusters of random length (see Fig. 1), and
we neglect any processes that allow the particle to tunnel
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I IG. 1. One-dimensional solid with unit nearest-neighbor
transfer matrix and randomly placed traps of depth h, . After
elimination of bath variables at zero temperature, the chain is
divided into isolated segments with a decay amplitude y for
each of the host sites neighboring a trap.
Aq/Bk = iy sink/(1 —i y cosk ), (4)
while from site
~
N) we obtain a condition which reduces
under (4) to
for appropriate constants Ak and Bk, and complex wave
vector k. For an interior site
~







k)cosk, giving the eigenvalue associ-
ated with eigenvector
~
k) as Et, = —2cosk. Enforcing
this same eigenvalue condition on the end sites we obtain
from site
~
1) an equation determining the coefficients
between clusters.
The evolution of a particle in a given cluster will then
be determined by a reduced density matrix p, obtained
by tracing the full system density matrix over the bath
variables. ' At zero temperature the primary eff'ect of
such a reduction is simply to give a lifetime r =(2y)
to the two end sites in each cluster that are coupled to a
trap. (There are also energy shifts which develop, but
they do not substantially aAect the dynamics and will be
ignored. ) Thus, rather than deal with the full density-
matrix equations, we can use a standard phenomenologi-
cal procedure which gives the same dynamical results;
i.e., we can modify the Hamiltonian for each isolated
cluster by including a "complex potential" consisting of
an imaginary site energy at each end. For a cluster of N
host sites, this leads to the eff'ective cluster Hamiltonian
tankN=(1+y )sink/[2iy —(1 —y )coskl, (5)
thereby providing a means to determine the allowed
wave vectors. It is readily verified by substitution into
(5) that the mth allowed wave vector from the bottom of
the band for N»m, is given to O(N ) by
k =(mtr/N) [1 f~/N]——itrmfq/N: qm —i—X~, (6)
= —2cosq cosh' ——2cos(mtr/N) (7a)
where f ~ =(1 —y )/(1+ y ) and f2=2/(y+ y '). We
should add that the validity of (6) is independent of the
magnitude of y. The real and imaginary parts of the ei-
genvalues for these wave vectors are then
= —Re(2cosk )
H~ = t y(l »&I i+ I—N&&N I )
N —1
~




I = Im (2 cosk )
=2sinq sinhX, 4tr m—/N (y+y '). (7b)
in which the capture strength y depends on the square of
the coupling constant and the density of phonon states at
frequency 6,. A particle on a single host state isolated by
such impurities will decay to a trapped state with a rate
of 4y. In general, however, the evolution of the system
will depend upon the eigenvectors and complex eigenval-
ues of the eA'ective Hamiltonian for each cluster. If, for
example, the particle is in a cluster of size N at t =0,
then the survival probability will be
Ptv (t) =QCk*(0) Ct, (0)exp( —21 kt ),
k
(3)
where Ek = ek —iI k is the complex eigenvalue of the kth
eigenvector of Hv, and Ct, (0) is the initial amplitude to
be in state
~
k). The quantity I t, represents the rate at
which the kth eigenvector decays to the trap state due to
the coupling at each end of the cluster.
The asymptotic decay of Pz(t) will be determined by
those eigenvectors with the smallest imaginary com-
ponent of the energy. These turn out to be the states at
the edges of the band, so the argument holds in the pres-
ence of other processes which cause the particle to equili-
brate to the lowest-energy states. To show this we obtain
the eigenstates
~
k) of H~. These will be "complex"
standing waves of the form (n
~
k) =Ak coskn+Bk sinkn,
Thus, the minimum in both the band energy and the de-
cay rate for each cluster occurs for those states nearest
the bottom of the band [note from (4) that k =0 is not a
solution since it has zero amplitude at each site]; the de-
cay rate for these states scales as N . This latter fact
(which ultimately determines the asymptotic decay) can
be understood physically as follows: The decay rate for a
given mode depends upon the probability for a particle in
that mode to be at one of the end sites (i.e., to be at one
of the sites from which it can actually decay); therefore,
those states with the smallest amplitudes at the end sites
decay most slowly. But the boundary condition for this
problem (which follows from the assumption of isolated
clusters) requires that the wave function for untrapped
particles vanish at the trap sites. For modes which are
slowly varying in space, i.e., for small wave vectors k
—mtr/N, this condition forces the wave function in the
vicinity of the trap to be sma11, so that C1, the normal-
ized amplitude to be at the end site, goes as N







Thus, provided a finite fraction of the amplitude ends
up near the band edge, the asymptotic decay of the sur-
vival probability for particles created in a cluster of size
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N will take the form
P (t) —A exp[ —8' t/N (y+ y ')] .
If the excitation is created at the bottom of the band, or
if there are equilibration processes which take the parti-
cle there on time scales that are short compared to trap-
ping, then A& will equal 1 at long times. Otherwise A~
will equal the probability that the particle was in one of
the states at the band edge at t =0. (If the particle is in-
itially localized on one site, then A~ will be of order 1/N,
since it requires a linear combination of all k states in a
cluster to produce a site state. ) In any case, we can now
average over the distribution of cluster lengths to obtain
P(t) —gf(N)p exp[ —8tt t/N (y+ y ')],
lV
(8)
where f(N) =qA&/p depends algebraically on the cluster
size and so is slowly varying in comparison with the ex-
ponential factors in the summand. For p & 1, the factor
p decays sharply with increasing N; it will therefore
compete with the sharply rising term exp[ —8tt t/N (y
+ y ')], to make the summand strongly peaked about
some maximal cluster size N (t ). At large times
N„, (t)» 1, and the value of the sum in (8) will approach
P(t) —g f(N) exp[ —(aN+ pt/N )]dN
P OO
=J rf(yr) exp[ —r(ay+Py )]dy, (9)
where a=in(1/p)=q for q«1, P=8tt /(y+y '), and
i =t ' . The asymptotic properties of the second integral
in Eq. (9) are readily determined. Expanding the ex-
ponent about its maximum value y (t) =(3p/a)'t and
performing a Gaussian integration, we obtain
P(t) -C(q, t) exp( At 't'), — (10)
where the constant in the exponent is A =4(pa /27) 't,
and the prefactor
C(q, t) =(tt/2) 't'(3Pt/a') '"f(y t 't')
is an algebraic function of time.
The 1D decay is therefore slower than that associated
with a diA using particle, for which the probability
P(t)-exp( —At't ), but faster than that predicted for
classical particles interacting via hard-core potentials,
where an exp( At 't ) decay law obta—ins. In the latter
case the anomalously slow decay can be traced to slower
than diA'usive 1D motion of the individual particles in
the regions between traps; an effect which arises from
the interactions. In the present circumstance, motion be-
tween the traps is faster than diAusive and the slowness
of the decay arises from wavelike reflection at trap sites
due to the sudden change in dispersion which occurs at
those points. As in the classical problem, however, the
decay law continues to be asymptotically governed by
large but rarely occurring trap-free regions.
It is often assumed that trapping becomes more
e%cient as quasiparticle motion becomes more coherent;
this expectation is based upon the idea that it is easier
for a particle to get to a trap if it is not being continually
scattered by phonons. It is certainly true, for example,
that P(t) decays more rapidly for a diAusing particle as
its diffusion constant increases. Indeed, heuristic argu-
ments can be found in the literature which suggest that
in the coherent limit, due to very fast motion and rela-
tively slow trapping at the ends of each segment, the
population should quickly become uniform in the region
between the traps. Trapping from a segment would then
occur with a rate proportional to 1/N, giving an
exp( At 't—) law, faster than that associated with
diff'usion. However, as we have shown, the zero-tem-
perature decay is ultimately slower than the diff'usion re-
sult. Clearly, the naive argument breaks down because it
ignores the coherence of the wave function, i.e. , the
phase relationships associated with the incident and
reflected parts of a wave which produce the long-lived
standing waves. Indeed, a localized absorbing site is evi-
dently more efTicient at scattering a particle than it is at
capturing it, no matter how large the capture strength y
becomes. This can be seen most easily by decomposing
the standing-wave solutions into traveling waves: From
(4) one can easily show that a traveling wave of unit
magnitude incident upon an absorbing site is reflected
with a reflection probability
PR =(1 —2ysink+ y )/(1+2ysink+ y )
and is absorbed (i.e., decays to the trap) with probability
P~ = 1 PR —4k/(y+ y—') for small k. Hence, for
small wave vectors (k —tt/N) the absorption probabili-
ty actually decreases with increasing cluster size as 1/N.
It is also interesting to note that this form for the
reflection probability is valid for arbitrary y, so that for
fixed N the absorption probability has a maximum when
@=1. For values of y larger than this, the change in
dispersion at the end sites due to the coupling reduces
the ability of the particle to move onto those sites, there-
by decreasing the actual trapping efficiency. This is in
marked contrast to the classical problem where it is al-
ways possible to arbitrarily increase the strength of the
localized capture process so as to make the trap "perfect-
ly absorbing. " Whether it is possible to identify a cou-
pling mechanism between the phonons and a localized
impurity state which is more e%cient at capture than it
is at scattering remains an open question.
The results we have obtained are strictly valid only at
zero temperature. At finite but small temperatures the
mean free path for phonon scattering will alter the
asymptotic decay. For times large enough for the
asymptotic behavior of Eq. (10) to have set in, but still
small compared to the phonon scattering time, the
asymptotic decay will behave as exp( —At 't4), as we
have demonstrated. At very long times the maximal
term in the sum appearing in Eq. (9) will be associated
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with a cluster size which is large compared to the mean
free path for phonon scattering, and so the decay should
cross over to the form exp( —At 't ) associated with trap-
ping in a one-dimensional system with diAusive motion.
In principle, observations of the crossover point could
provide a means for monitoring the phonon mean free
path as a function of temperature in quasi-one-dimen-
sional systems.
The author thanks V. M. Kenkre and J. Wm. Edwards
for useful conversations on topics related to those pre-
sented here.
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